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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION FOR THE INVENTION ENTITLED:

IMPROVEMENTS IN OR RELATING TO DECORATIVE FABRICS

The following statement is a full description of the invention including the best method of performing it known to me:
This application is a further application for a standard patent in respect of an invention disclosed in copending application no. 56321/86.

The invention relates to novel decorative fabrics and textile articles wherein preselected yarns are used as effect yarns and are stitchingly secured to a suitable substrate, and in particular, to apparatus for making such fabrics and textile articles.

While fabrics having substrates with effect yarns sewn thereon are well-known, this invention is directed to fabrics formed from effect yarns wherein the effect yarns are in a longitudinally compressed bulked condition thereby imparting an expanded cross-sectional width to the effect yarn. The effect yarn is secured by stitching in this compressed bulked condition to a substrate or if desired, in overlapping relation thereon or in overlapping relation devoid of a substrate. Thus, according to this invention, there is imparted to the fabrics an appearance of an effect yarn which is much larger than that effect yarn before it is applied to on the fabric, i.e. the stitched effect yarn is given an appearance much larger than the yarn in its normal (not compressed) condition.

With the foregoing in mind, it is an object of the present invention to provide apparatus for making such decorative fabrics and textile articles.

According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided an apparatus for sewing an effect yarn onto a substrate to form a textile article therefrom, comprising a sewing machine having a needle mounted for vertical
reciprocation, and a yarn guide apparatus comprising a yarn guide finger, and means mounting said yarn guide finger adjacent said needle and including means biasing said yarn guide finger toward said needle and into a first position relative to the path of reciprocation of the needle, and said yarn guide finger being movable to a second position outwardly away from said needle in response to the downward stroke of the needle.

Preferably, the sewing machine is of the quilting type.

The biasing means may suitably comprise spring means.

The yarn guide finger is preferably positioned to extend downwardly at an angle toward the needle of the sewing machine and has an opening adjacent its lower end through which the effect yarn is guided. The yarn guide finger may suitably comprise longitudinal grooves along both sides thereof communicating with the opening.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a yarn guide apparatus adapted to be used in association with a sewing machine for guiding an effect yarn to a reciprocable needle of the sewing machine for forming a textile article therefrom, said yarn guide apparatus comprising a yarn guide finger, and mounting means adapted for mounting said yarn guide finger adjacent the reciprocable needle of the sewing machine and for biasing the same into a predetermined first position, and said mounting means being constructed of movement of said guide finger from said first position to second position while the guide finger is being biased back to said first position.
As earlier indicated, the preferred mode for forming fabrics of this invention is through use of a sewing machine of the quilting type wherein the quilting machine is provided with a presser foot but no feed dog so that the operator or attendant for such quilting machine may manually guide the fabric in any desired manner for obtaining the desired decorative pattern.

Some of the features and advantages of the invention having been stated, others will appear as the description proceeds when taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a sewing machine; illustrated in the form of a quilting machine, and illustrating one embodiment of the fabric of this invention in the course of its manufacture;

Figure 2 is an enlarged perspective detail of the yarn guide apparatus of the invention;

Figure 3 is a front elevation of the yarn guide apparatus of Figure 2;

Figure 4 is a side elevation of the yarn guide apparatus looking at the left-hand side of Figure 3;

Figure 5 is an enlarged detail view of the free end portion of the yarn guide finger, looking at the right-hand side thereof in Figure 3, but omitting the yarn;

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 6-6 of Figure 5 and showing the free end portion of the yarn guide finger;

Figures 7 and 8 are vertical cross-sectional views
illustrating the sewing needle in two different positions relative to the yarn guide finger and;

Figure 9 is an exploded perspective view of the yarn guide apparatus of the invention removed from the sewing machine;

Figure 10 is a perspective view of a portion of a fabric similar to that shown in Figure 1;

Figure 11 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view of a portion of one of the design areas of Figure 10 and showing the manner in which the effect yarn is secured to the substrate by the stitching thread;

Figure 12 is an enlarged detail view of the stitching;

Figure 13 is a perspective view of portion of a fabric having an effect yarn pattern thereon differing from that of Figure 10;

Figure 14 is a perspective view of a bedspread showing a different pattern thereon from those shown in Figures 1, 10 and 13;

Figure 16 is a perspective view of a wall covering with an effect yarn stitched to and substantially covering a substrate;

Figure 17 is a cross-sectional view taken generally along Line 17-17 of Figure 16;

Figure 18 is a perspective view of a fabric formed of the stitched effect yarn onto itself, and being devoid of a substrate;

Figure 19 is a cross-sectional view taken generally along Line 19-19 of Figure 18; and

Figure 20 is a perspective view in detail, showing how
the effect yarn is stitched onto a substrate.

While the present invention will be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which particular embodiments are shown, it is to be understood at the outset that persons skilled in the art may modify the invention herein described while still achieving the favorable results of this invention. Accordingly, the description which follows is to be understood as a broad teaching disclosure directed to persons of skill in the appropriate arts, and not as limiting upon the present invention.

The textile fabric of the present invention displays a variety of effects and patterns which may be varied by selecting a yarn such as a plied, textured or single yarn. While the illustrated textile products are directed to specific embodiments of the invention, and generally employ plied yarn, the reader should note that other effects and patterns may be achieved which are within the scope of the invention, but are not illustrated.

The broad textile product comprises a textile fabric $F$ serving as a substrate $S$ and an effect yarn $Y$ arranged thereon in a predetermined manner.

In the first embodiment of the invention, the effect yarn $Y$ is attached to a substrate $S$ by stitching, preferably lock-stitching (as shown in Figure 12), while the effect yarn
is in a longitudinally compressed, bulked condition. The lock-stitching penetrates or extends through the effect yarn \( Y \) to sustain it in the compressed bulked condition which, in turn, causes the effect yarn \( Y \) to have an expanded cross-sectional width, and imparts to the fabric an appearance attendant to the effect yarn of being much larger than that actually present on the fabric.

The product may be modified to achieve a chenille-like appearance by selecting a multi-ply yarn \( Y \) as the effect of effect yarn (the normal untensioned, unstretched length) between adjacent stitches of stitching in the range of about 1.5 to 8 times the linear distance between adjacent points at which adjacent stitches extend through the effect yarn, with 4 to 5 being the preferred ratio, and penetratively stitching the effect yarn \( Y \) to the substrate \( S \) as described above.

In Figures 1, 2, 10, 11, 12 the effect yarn is stitched to a quilted fabric \( F \) serving as the substrate \( S \). The quilted fabric is composed of opposing outer layers \( a, b \) of fabric with an intervening layer \( c \) of a suitable filling material sandwiched therebetween, and lines of stitching thread \( L \) (Figure 1) are used to secure layers \( a, b, c \) together. These lines of stitching thread \( L \) are applied to the quilted fabric in the form of an intricate pattern and form decorative designs thereon. In this embodiment, the effect yarn is stitched onto the quilted fabric so as to generally overlie the lines of stitching \( L \), thereby
substantially replicating this pattern and enhancing the decorative value of the quilted fabric.

Patterns may be repetitive, as shown in Figure 10 or may be done in a free-hand manner using a combination of different color effect yarns to form a multicolored design, if desired, or the effect yarns may completely outline portions of a substrate to form a tapestry-like work of art as shown in Figure 13.

Another innovative product which may be produced according to the invention is a textile fabric formed from an effect yarn \(Y\) and a stitching thread \(T\), wherein portions of the effect yarn \(Y\) are stitchingly secured by the stitching thread to other portions of the effect yarn in overlapping relation, while the effect yarn is in a longitudinally compressed, bulked condition. Fabrics of this type are shown in Figures 16-19, one of which fabrics is indicated at \(F-a\) and shows the effect yarn secured to a substrate \(S\), and another of which fabrics is indicated at \(F-b\) and is devoid of a substrate. One effect thereby obtained is that an expanded cross-sectional width is imparted to the effect yarn which in turn, causes the fabric to give the appearance of being composed of effect yarn much larger than is actually present as shown in Figures 16-19. By way of example one square inch of either of fabrics \(F-a\) or \(F-b\) would include about 28 linear inches of effect yarn.

The fabrics of Figures 14 and 15 are further representative...
of the designs which may be applied to a substrate \( S \) in accordance with this invention. For example, Figure 14 illustrates a bedspread having straight lines and a large nonogram formed thereon of the effect yarn \( Y \) applied to the substrate \( S \) as described heretofore. By way of a further example Figure 15 illustrates the substrate in the form of a wall covering with the effect yarn \( Y \) similarly applied to the substrate \( S \) as described heretofore.

Referring now to Figures 1-9, the sewing machine 100 there shown is in the form of a quilting machine which may be of conventional constructions. One advantageous feature of the present invention resides in the fact that the yarn guide apparatus, broadly designated at 200, may be used with virtually any of the standard types of sewing machines or quilting machines, if properly modified. A quilting machine differs from a sewing machine by the noticeable absence of the feed dogs employed to advance the fabric, and further includes a reciprocable pressure foot. The quilting machine is preferred for some applications of the invention because it provides the ability to make complex, non-linear designs on a substrate without varying the axis of the substrate while the effect yarn is being applied; a result heretofore unachievable with a standard sewing machine. Typically, the quilting machine 100 includes a base 110 which supports an upstanding hollow standard 120. Mounted on the upper portion of the standard 120 is a cantilever arm 130, which extends outwardly from the standard and overhands base 110 and terminates at its free end in a head 140. The head 140 mounts
a vertically reciprocable needle bar 150 and a sewing needle 160 mounted thereon. Also carried by head 140 is a vertically reciprocable shaft 170 which is reciprocable in timed relation with needle bar 150 and needle 160. Shaft 170 extends downwardly from the underside of head 140 and terminates in a presser foot 180 which is provided with an opening 181 formed therein. The opening 181 in presser foot 180 is positioned in alignment with the needle 160 and permits the needle, the stitching thread T, and the effect yarn Y to move therethrough. In addition, the quilting machine also includes drive means generally indicated at 190 for vertically reciprocating the needle bar 150 and shaft 170.

The yarn guide apparatus 200 serves to guide the effect yarn Y toward needle 160 for stitching the yarn Y to a substrate (Figures 3, 4 and 9). To this end, the yarn guide apparatus 200 comprises a substantially U-shaped mounting bracket generally indicated at 201 having a middle section 202 and two opposing and outwardly extending ears 203, 204, respectively. The middle section 202 is attached to serving machine head 140 by any suitable means such as screws 206. In addition, the ears 203, 204 of bracket 201 have opposite end portions of a shaft 210 journaled therein and extending therebetween, and so as to allow shaft 210 to rotate or oscillate freely in the bracket 20. A block 213 provided with a bore 214 (Figure 9) and suitably secured on shaft 210 and is movable with the shaft between the ears of bracket 201. Block 213 also includes a second, larger bore 218 located in the upper portion thereof which is perpendicular to bore
214 for receiving and holding the cylindrical yarn guide finger mounting rod 217. A set screw 220 serves to secure the finger mounting rod 217 to the block 213. Mounting rod 217 is mounted perpendicular to block 213 and extends downwardly and outwardly away from sewing machine head 140.

Located in a medial portion of yarn guide finger mounting rod 217 is perpendicularly extending bore 221 in which a yarn guide finger 222 is slidably positioned. Yarn guide finger 222 is adjustably secured in bore 221 by means of set screw 223 threaded into mounting rod 217. In order to adjustably limit the extent of inward movement of the yarn guide finger 222 toward the needle 160, an adjustable abutment or set screw 224 is provided which is threaded through the section 202 of bracket 201 and is adapted to be engaged by the finger carrying block 213. The yarn guide finger 222 is urged or biased to the inner position by a suitable biasing or spring means 226. It is thus apparent that the spring means 226 normally urges the block 213 toward the set screw 224, as best shown in Figure 3.

Yarn guide finger 222 in the illustrated embodiment extends generally downwardly and inwardly at an angle so that the free end thereof may underlie the path of travel of the quilting machine needle 160 when the needle occupies its raised position (see Figure 7). Yarn guide finger 222 is provided with elongate channels 230 serving as yarn guiding grooves on opposite sides thereof which extend longitudinally along substantially the entire length of the finger 222 and
which terminate in a grooved tip 231 which may be engaged by the needle 160 during the course of each downward stroke, as will be more fully explained hereinafter. Yarn guide finger 222 is provided with a yarn guide opening 232. This opening 232 located near the free end portion of the yarn guide finger and spaced above the grooved tip 231 for guiding the effect yarn $Y$ toward needle 160 and for aiding in ensuring that needle 160 engages the center portion of yarn $Y$. In this regard, it is important to note that by the use of the yarn guide apparatus 200 of this invention, a much larger effect yarn may be applied to the substrate than could possibly be inserted through the eye of a conventional sewing needle such as that indicated at 160 in Figures 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8. Thus, it can be seen that a wider variety of decorative effects can be achieved by use of the apparatus of this invention.

According to the method of this invention, a decorative textile fabric is formed from a substrate $S$ and a decorative effect yarn $Y$. Accordingly, it can be appreciated that the yarn guide finger 222 serves to guide the effect yarn $Y$ in a predetermined path of travel as best illustrated in Figures 2, 3, 7 and 8, to a position adjacent the vertically reciprocating needle 160 of the sewing machine 100. Thus, as the needle 160 moves downwardly with each vertical reciprocation thereof, it engages and penetrates the effect yarn $Y$ emerging from the yarn guide finger 222 and longitudinally compresses the effect yarn $Y$ and causes the cross-sectional width of the effect yarn to expand by virtue
of the engagement of the effect yarn by the needle 160 and
by the stitching thread \( T \) carried by the needle. Thus, it is
apparent that with the continuing downward stroke of the
needle and the stitching thread therein causes the stitching
thread \( T \) to stitchingly secure the compressed effect yarn \( Y \)
to the substrate \( S \), as the needle cooperates with the shuttle
(not shown) of the sewing machine and forming the stitching
as shown in Figure 12.

From the foregoing description, it can be appreciated that,
during the course of each downward stroke of the needle 160
and the stitching thread carried thereby, the needle 160
engages effect yarn \( Y \) at a position some distance above the
substrate \( S \) before the needle reaches the substrate \( S \), thus
advancing a substantial length of the effect yarn \( Y \) before
the corresponding stitch is formed by the needle as it
penetrates the effect yarn \( Y \) and the substrate \( S \), thus, as
stated earlier herein, it has been determined that the
effective length of the effect yarn between adjacent stitches
of stitch thread \( T \) is in the range of about 1.5 to 8 times
the linear distance between adjacent stitches.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. An apparatus for sewing an effect yarn onto a substrate to form a textile article therefrom, comprising a sewing machine having a needle mounted for vertical reciprocation, and a yarn guide apparatus comprising a yarn guide finger, and means mounting said yarn guide finger adjacent said needle and including means biasing said yarn guide finger toward said needle and into a first position relative to the path of reciprocation of the needle, and said yarn guide finger being movable to a second position outwardly away from said needle in response to the downward stroke of the needle.

2. An apparatus according to Claim 1 wherein said means biasing said yarn guide finger toward said needle comprises spring means.

3. An apparatus according to Claim 1 or 2 wherein said yarn guide finger is positioned to extend downwardly at an angle toward said needle of the sewing machine and said yarn guide finger has an opening therein adjacent its lower end through which the effect yarn is guided.

4. An apparatus according to Claim 3 wherein said yarn guide finger has longitudinal grooves therein extending along both sides thereof and communicating with said yarn guide opening therein.

5. A yarn guide apparatus adapted to be used in association with a sewing machine for guiding an effect yarn
to a reciprocable needle of the sewing machine for forming a textile article therefrom, said yarn guide apparatus comprising a yarn guide finger, and mounting means adapted for mounting said yarn guide finger adjacent the reciprocable needle of the sewing machine and for biasing the same into a predetermined first position, and said mounting means being constructed for movement of said guide finger from said first position to second position while the guide finger is being biased back to said first position.

6. An apparatus substantially as described herein with reference to and as shown in the accompanying drawings.
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